
CAYMSA
RUBBER AND PLASTIC



COMPANY
PROFILE

CAYMSA was established in 1999, our

Mexican company boasts a rich history

centered around fostering meaningful

connections with clients.

With a structured approach, we specialize

in providing personalized solutions in

rubber and plastic products, promoting

open and collaborative communication.



In CAYMSA we are serving with specialized areas that

develop new profiles, products and innovation in the process

of production. For this reason we are adapting some standars

about advanced product quality planning. (APQP)

We have an IATF16949-2016 certification where we insure that

you receive your products with high-quality.

CAYMSA
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What we
produce?



MISSION
Our mission is to go beyond

mere satisfaction, aiming to

exceed expetations by delivering

high-quality products tailored to

the specific needs of each

custome. This commitment

reflects our dedication to

creating a lasting impact

through quality and personalized

service.



VISION
Become a recognized nationally

and internatinally company with

quality, innovation and deliveries

to have added value in the

automotive and manufacturing

sector. 



QUALITY POLITICS

In CAYMSA we are firmly committed to 

achieved all the expectations and 

requirements for each interested user.

Through teamwork in the continuous 

improvement of the management system to 

generate operational resilience.



ENGINEERING

PROFILE We have an engineering area

specialized in the development of

new profiles, products and

innovation in the production process.

For this reason, we are adapted to

the standards of advanced quality

planning (PPAP - Production Part

Approval Process).



Inyection and 

moulding

Extrusion

Pressed profile

Door Seal

with Flock 

appliccation

MAIN 
PROCESSES

Compression



OUR 
PRESENCE

ESTADO DE MÉXICO

SAN VICENTE CHICOLOAPAN



WE WORK 

WITH…

RUBBER PROFILE

(EPDM, Neoprene and 

Synthetic Rubber)



AROUND THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC

QUERETARO
Carretera a comunidad Palo Alto 

S/N, Palo Alto, 76248, Qro.



WHAT WE  DO?

INJECTION 

MOULDING

It is a method to obtain

molded products by

injecting plastic materials

molten by heat into a

mold, and then cooling

and solidifying them.



PLASTIC PROFILE

(ABS Profile, PVC Profile and 

Polyethylene)



OUR NEXT 
LOCATION

MEXICO REGION III TEXCOCO

We are building a 
10,000 m2 warehouse
to increase our
production capacity.

ESTADO DE MÉXICO

TEXCOCO

TEXCOCO



In CAYMSA we continuously advance and 

ensure the satisfaction of our customers

through the improvement of our processes

with quality standars.

Now we are recognized by international

companies as a company committed to quality

management in our products.



THANK  
YOU
We look forward to working  

with you

www.caymsa.com

CONTACT US:
Av.Emiliano Zapata 69 San

Vicente C.P. 56377 

Chicoloapan Estado De 

Mexico

+ 52 55 6965 9285 / 55 4984 8546

alejandra.Ortiz@caymsa.com.mx

ventas03@caymsa.com.mx

http://www.caymsa.com/
mailto:alejandra.Ortiz@caymsa.com.mx
mailto:ventas03@caymsa.com.mx

